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International Law Principles
• UN Convention on the
Law of the Sea,
• Convention on Biological
Diversity,
• International Maritime
Conventions,

• Noumea Convention

UN CONVENTION
ON THE LAW OF
THE SEA

• Sets Exclusive Economic Zone: 200
nautical miles from baseline
• Gives sovereign rights over minerals in
EEZ and extended Continental Shelf
• Establishes the minerals of ‘the Area’
(outside of national jurisdiction) as the
‘common heritage of mankind’
• Gives preferential access to seabed
minerals in the Area to developing States
• Requires protection of marine environment
• Requires legislation and administrative
measures

Maritime Boundaries
Coastal states have sovereign rights to non-living
resources in their EEZ and on their Continental Shelf.

What are the Coastal State’s responsibilities?
UNCLOS, Noumea Convention, Convention on
Biological Diversity, International Maritime Conventions
• Duty to:
- protect the marine environment
- preserve rare or fragile ecosystems and habitats
- prevent pollution from seabed activities
- conserve biodiversity
- not to interfere with rights of other States (submarine
pipelines, maritime transport, marine scientific research,
trans-boundary impacts)
- take measures for ensuring safety at sea

Stakeholder and Policy Concerns?
• Impacts on living ocean resources:
- fisheries (commercial and artisanal)
- biological communities associated with DSM

• Impact on other sea users:
- Tourism, Maritime transport

• Potential impacts on local communities.
• In-country capacity and expertise to monitor and assess DSM
activities and impacts,
• Effective enforcement of legislation and licensing terms
• Securing benefits from DSM:

- Financial returns, saving scheme,
- capacity to fully participate in this new industry

DSM Policy – a balancing Act

Why is Legislation required?
• Required by international law:
• UNCLOS requires DSM activities to be properly under the State’s
control, and in adherence with international standards

• Provides regulatory certainty:
• Promotes a country’s reputation internationally
• Encourages investment

• Provides comfort to the people:
• safeguard as to environmental and social impact
• Legislation reduces potential for liability for damages
• Provisions to promote consultation and transparency

Assistance under the SPC-EU DSM Project
•

Use the Regional Framework
(i.e. RLRF) to develop national
DSM policy, legislation and
regulations

• Dedicated legal team to
provide legal advice and
assistance on the development
of national DSM policy and
legislation
•

Each Pacific ACP State has
different context / needs:
- develop new DSM policy and
legislation
- review policy and law

Why a DSM Regional Framework?
•

Regional Legislative and Regulatory Framework for Deep
Sea Minerals Exploration and Exploitation (‘RLRF’):
(1) promote a regionally integrated approach;
(2) need for harmonised national DSM legal instruments
(3) guide national level policy and legislation to meet international
standards, and reduce State liability;
(4) minimise risk of environmental harm, and interference with other
sea users;
(5) provide sufficient incentives and security of tenure to promote
investment; and
(6) recommend an approach that is cost-effective to Pacific ACP
States and to users, and proportionate to the risks involved.

What does the RLRF cover?
• Legal Rights to Deep Sea
Minerals
• Deep Sea Minerals Activities and
Policy
• International and Regional
Obligations
• Maritime Zones and Continental
Shelf
• Relevant Domestic Law
• Fiscal Regime
• Revenue Management
• Institutional Implementation
• Allocation of Exploration and
Exploitation Sites
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Administrative Arrangement
Decision-making
Public Participation
Judicial Oversight of Decision
Making
Environmental Management
Occupational Health and Safety
Due Regard to Other sea Users
Marine Scientific Research
Due Regard to Other States
Capacity-building
Regional Cooperation
Transitional Provisions

What to do?
Review or develop national frameworks:

– Policy for engagement with Deep Seabed Exploration
and Mining
– Legislation to regulate Deep Seabed Exploration and
Mining
•
•
•
•
•

-

Review of existing legislation
Fit with marine spatial planning
Fiscal regime (and revenue management)
Public consultation
Transparency

– Regulations to give detail to legislation:
• - Due diligence, decision-making, EIA review
• - Licensing, monitoring and enforcing

SPC-EU DSM Project Support

• The Project’s Legal Advisor can assist
• Hannah Lily on hannah@sopac.org

